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bstract

We give systematic ab initio calculations for the interaction energies (from first to eighth neighbors) of impurity pairs X–X (X = Sc–Zn, Y–Cd)
n Al and discuss the micromechanism of the structural stability of Al-rich AlX alloys. The calculations are based on the generalized gradient
pproximation in the density-functional theory and employ the all-electron full-potential Korringa–Kohn–Rostoker Green’s function method for
oint defects, which guarantees the correct embedding of the cluster of impurities and vacancies in an otherwise perfect crystal. We show: (1)
he fundamental features of phase diagrams of these alloys, such as ordering and segregation, are understood by the sign of first-neighboring
–X interaction energies; (2) the structural stability of Al-rich AlX alloys such as L12 (Al3Sc and Al3Y), DO22 (Al3V and Al3Nb), and Mackay

cosahedron in AlMn quasicrystal, are understood qualitatively by using the medium-ranged and oscillating X–X interactions, due to the strong

p-d (Al–X) hybridization; (3) the strength and oscillating behavior of the medium-ranged X–X interaction energies are specified very well by the
-electron numbers of X impurities.

2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Al-rich alloys with transition metals (Sc–Ni, Y–Pd), being
mportant because of the desirable technological properties
f many of these alloys, form a variety of atomic structures
epending on d-electron number (nd) [1]: for example, L12
or Al3Sc and Al3Y (nd = 1.4–1.6), DO22 for Al3V and Al3Nb
nd = 3.3–3.7), and the Mackay icosahedron (MI, Al42Mn12 with

vacancy at the center) in the metastable quasicrystal (QC)
hase for Al80Mn20 (nd ∼5.9)[2–4]: the numbers of nd are
he values obtained by the calculations for single X impurities
n Al. It was also shown by many experiments on precipita-
ion strengthening that the mechanical strength of the Al1−cXc

X = Cu, Zn; c < 0.05) changes very much by the insertion of
he other elements, for example Mg, and is correlated strongly

o the atomic structures of small clusters at the initial stage
f the Guinier–Preston (GP) zone formation [5–9]. We have
lready studied systematically the interactions characteristic to
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he Al-rich AlX (X = Sc–Zn, Y–Cd) alloys, such as the first-
eighboring (1st-NEI) X–X (X = Na, Mg, Si, Sc–Zn, Y–Sn)
nteraction energies (IEs) in Al [7] and the solution energies
f X (X = Na, Mg, Si, Sc–Zn, Zr–Ag) in Al [8], and have shown
hat the Al–X (X = 3d and 4d) metallic bonding, due to the sp-

(Al–X) hybridization, are very much stronger than the d–d
X–X) bonding in Al. This strong sp-d metallic bonding is an
mportant characteristic feature of X (=3d and 4d) in Al, being
ery different from the sp-d (Cu–X (X = 3d) and Ag–X (X = 4d))
etallic bonding in Cu and Ag where the d–d (X–X) bonding is
uch stronger than the sp-d (Cu–X and Ag–X) metallic bonding:

t is noted that the strength of sp-d hybridization is correlated
o the sp-electron numbers of metallic hosts (3 for Al, and 1
or Cu and Ag). As a result, the 1st-NEI X–X interactions are
trongly repulsive in Al, while strongly attractive in Cu and Ag:
hese results agree with the experimental phase diagrams (order-
ng for AlX alloys and segregation for CuX and AgX alloys)
10]. We also quantitatively studied the characteristic feature of

l-host: the total energy differences among fcc, hcp, and bcc

tructures are very small and the Wigner–Seitz radius depen-
ence of total energies is almost the same for these structures [6].
hese results show that the high-density sp-electrons of Al are
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trongly free-electron-like and that the atomic rearrangements
f Al atoms occur easily on condition that the total electron
ensities do no change very much (weak structure dependence).
he smallness of vacancy formation energy in Al also confirms

he free-electron-like character of sp electrons of Al because
he very small vacancy formation energy is due to the strong
creening effect of free-electrons-like electrons, as discussed
n Ref. [6]. Thus, we may expect that the atomic structures of
l-rich AlX (X = 3d and 4d) alloys are mainly determined by

he medium-ranged X–X interactions beyond the first-neighbor
istance [11,12]: it is noted that X atoms are not located at
he first-neighor sites because of the strong repulsion at first-
eighbor distance.

We have also shown that the cluster expansion converges
apidly for the binding energies of large agglomerates of vacan-
ies and X (=Cu, Zn, Mg) impurities in Al [6,9]. For example,
he binding energy of 13 vacancies (or 13 X impurities), consist-
ng of a central and its 12 neighbors, is reproduced within the
rror of ∼0.005 eV per vacancy (or impurity atom), if the pair
nteractions up to the fourth-neighbor and many-body IEs among
rst-neighbors, up to the four-body terms, are taken into account

n the cluster expansion. It is noted that the many-body IEs
mong far-neighbors (including up to fourth-neighbor) beyond
rst-neighbor distance may be neglected for these impurities
nd vacancies [9]. We have also found that the shapes of GP
ones of Cu and Zn in Al1−cXc (X = Cu, Zn; c < 0.05) alloys are
nderstood by the sign and magnitude of three-body (triangle)
Es among first-neighbors, just as the sign and magnitude of
he 1st-NEI two-body IEs are connected with the different type
f phase diagrams of binary alloys, such as segregation, solid
olution, and ordering [13]. The three-body (triangle) IEs of Cu
mpurities and Zn impurities are, respectively, positive (0.03 eV,
epulsion) and zero, which correspond to the (0 0 1) disk and
he spherical shape of the GP zones: it is noted that there is
o triangle cluster of first-neighbors in the (0 0 1) layer of fcc
tructure.

In the present paper we give systematic calculations for X–X
X = 3d and 4d elements) IEs in Al and discuss: (1) the X–X
nteractions due to the sp-d hybridization are strong and medium-
anged, and their energies show the oscillating behavior for
he interatomic distance; (2) the atomic structures of Al-rich
lX alloys such as L12 (Al3Sc and Al3Y), DO22 (Al3V and
l3Nb), and MI in AlMn QC, may be understood by the X–X

nteractions; (3) the strength and oscillating behavior of X–X
nteractions are specified very well by the d-electron numbers
f single X impurities in Al.

. Method of calculations

All the calculations are based on the generalized gradient
pproximation in the density-functional theory [14]. In order
o solve the Kohn–Sham equations, we use multiple-scattering
heory in the form of the KKR Green’s-function method for

ull potentials (FP) for perfect metals and defect systems. The
dvantage of the Green’s function method is that, by introduc-
ng the host-Green’s function, the embedding of point defects in
therwise ideal crystal is described correctly, differently from
ompounds 434–435 (2007) 572–576 573

he usual supercell or cluster calculations. At present we can
reat the point defects in complex periodic systems because the
ost-Green’s functions for complex periodic systems are cal-
ulated by the screened FPKKR method [15–17]. It is noted
hat the present cluster expansion [6,9] is different from that
roposed by Connolly–Williams approach [18] where the two-
ody and many-body IEs are determined by fitting to the total
nergy differences among ordered alloys. Thus, in case of
onnolly–Williams approach, the two-body and many-body IEs
epend on the set of ordered alloys, which is chosen appropri-
tely. The present approach, while restricted to the dilute limit,
onsiders only atomic configurations, the energy differences of
hich define uniquely the two-body and many-body IEs [9].
or the low-concentration alloys, the concentration dependence
f two-body and many-body IEs may be accurately calculated
y the present method combined with the direct configurational
veraging [19].

. Calculated results

In the next three paragraphs we discuss the following. First
e review the important points of the experimental results for

he atomic structures of Al-rich AlX (X = Sc, V, Mn). Next, we
ive and discuss the calculated results for the X–X (X = Sc–Zn,
–Cd) IEs in Al. Subsequently we show that the structural stabil-

ty of Al-rich AlX (X = Sc, V, Mn, Y, Nb) alloys are understood
ery well by the present results for X–X IEs. It is also shown that
he strength and oscillating behavior of X–X interactions, due to
he sp-d hybridization, are very well specified by the d-electron
umber of single X impurities in Al.

Fig. 1 show the atomic structure of L12 (Al3Sc, Al3Y),
O22(Al3V, Al3Nb), and the MI in Al80Mn20 QC [1–4]. For
12 structure, X atoms are located at the second-neighbor dis-

ance, and for DO22 structure some part of X atoms are located on
he third-neighbor distance. For the MI in AlMn QC, the exper-
mental value of the 1st-NEI Mn–Mn distance may be ∼4.9 Å
2], corresponding to the third-neighbor distance in fcc (0–3 in
ig. 1(b)).

Fig. 2 show the calculated results for the pair, triangle, and
etrahedron IEs of 1st-NEI X impurities in Al. Positive values
ean repulsion, while negative ones attraction. The calculated

esults are summarized as follows:

1) The two-body and many-body IEs of 3d impurities are
almost the same to those of 4d impurities located at the
same column in the periodic table.

2) The n-body interactions are weaker and weaker with the
increase of n.

3) In most cases the two-body interactions are dominant. Thus,
we can explain the difference between segregation and
ordering of alloys by using the sign and magnitude of 1st-
NEI pair IEs (positive for order and negative for segregation)
[11]: the experimental results of AlX alloys show ordered

phases for X = Sc–Ni, Y = Pd, while segregation phases for
X = Cu, Zn, Ag, and Cd [10]. The chemical trend of two-
body IEs is discussed in Ref. [7]. For Cu, the two-body
chemical interaction is very weak. Thus, the lattice distor-
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and oscillating behavior of IEs of Y–Z (for example, Y = Ti
and Z = Cr) are almost the same, at least at the distances larger
ig. 1. Atomic structures of Al-rich AlX alloys (X = Sc, V, Mn). The Mackay
eighbors in fcc structure are indicated by the sites 1–8 around a central site 0,

tion effect may be essential for the binding of Cu impurities:
it is noted that the atomic-size misfit is large for Cu impuri-
ties in Al. We are now studying the lattice distortion effect
for agglomerates of Cu impurities in Al [8].

Fig. 3 give the calculated results for X–X (X = Sc–Zn, Y–d)
Es in Al. The d-electron numbers of single X impurities in Al,
s well as the deviation from the charge neutrality, are shown in
able 1: all the values are the quantities in the same Wigner–Seitz
ell as that of the Al-host atom. We find that the electron numbers
f X impurities in Al slightly decrease for the early d-impurities,
hile slightly increase for the late d-impurities. The main part
f these deviation may be understood by considering the dif-
erences of atomic-radius of X pure metals with that of Al:

he atomic-radii of early d-metals are larger than that of Al,
hile those of late d-metals smaller [8]. Thus, we may con-

lude that the deviations from the charge neutrality may be
airy smaller than the values in Table 1: the present results may

ig. 2. Pair, triangle, and tetrahedron interaction energies of first-neighboring
((a) X = Sc–Zn; (b) X = Y–Cd) impurities in Al.

t
p

F
b
s

hedron consists of Al42Mn12 with a vacancy at the center. The first to eighth
in (b).

eny the effective-negative-valence-model by Raynor [20]. The
istance-dependence and element-dependence of X–X IEs are
ummarized as follows:

1) The interactions are medium-ranged and show the Friedel-
type oscillating behavior for the interatomic distance.

2) The strength and oscillating behavior of IEs are very well
specified by the d-electron numbers of single impurities in
Al (see Table 1).

In order to confirm the result (2) we calculated the pair IEs of
ifferent kinds of impurities (Fig. 4). It is noted that the strength
han the third-neighor, to that of the IEs of X–X (for exam-
le X = V) with the average d-electron number of X and Y

ig. 3. Distance dependence (first to eighth in Fig. 1(b)) of interaction energies
etween two equal impurities in Al and results of 3d and 4d impurities of the
ame column in the periodic table.
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Table 1
Deviation from charge neutrality (�Q) and d-electron numbers (nd) of X impurities in Al

Sc Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh Pd Ag

�Q
−0.39 −0.25 −0.06 0.12 0.27 0.39 0.47 0.51 0.47 −0.75 −0.71 −0.61 −0.3 −0.15 0.05 0.18 0.24 0.16

n
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1.6 2.6 3.7 4.8 5.9 7.0 8.0 8.9 9.7

oth quantities are the values in the same Wigner–Seitz cell as that of the Al-ho

Fig. 4(a)). This result confirms that the oscillating behavior
f the medium-ranged X–X interactions are due to the strong
he sp-d hybridization: the phase shift of sp-electron waves of
l may be obtained by the calculations of single X transition-
etal impurities in Al and, as a result, may be a function of the

-electron numbers of single X impurities. Their strength may
lso be a function of d-electron numbers. For the 1st-NEI pairs
he direct d–d interaction also become important. The details
ill be published elsewhere [21].

We now discuss the structural stability of atomic structures

f Al-rich AlX (X = Sc, V, Mn, Y, Nb) alloys, such as L12 for
l3Sc and Al3Y, DO22 for Al3V and Al3Nb, and MI (Al42Mn12)

n the AlMn QC. For Sc and Y, the X–X interaction is strongly

ig. 4. Distance dependence (first to eighth in Fig. 1(b)) of interaction energies
etween two different kinds of impurities. See text for details.
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m.

epulsive for the 1st-NEI pairs, strongly attractive (negative and
arge) for the second-neighbor pairs, and repulsive for the third-
eighbor pairs (Fig. 3(a)). Thus, we can easily expect that Sc and
atoms are arranged at the interval of the second-neighbor inter-

tomic distance (corresponding to L12 in Fig. 1(a)). For V and
b, the interaction is strongly repulsive for the second-neighbor
airs and very weak around the third-neighbor pairs (Fig. 3(c)).
hus, for Al3V and Al3Nb the DO22 structure (Fig. 1(b)) may
ecome stable compared with the L12 structure. For X = Cr, Mn,
nd Fe (Mo, Tc, and Ru), as seen in Fig. 3(d)–(f), the interac-
ions are very repulsive up to the distance being just a little
it shorter than the third-neighbor distance and become very
ttractive around the third-neighbor distance (4.7–5.0 Å): for Mn
he strongest attraction (−0.05 eV) at 4.9 Å. Thus, it is obvious
hat Mn atoms prefer to be arranged at the interval of the inter-
tomic distance between 4.7 and 5.0Å. We can easily expect
hat the atomic structure of a locally high-symmetric icosahe-
ron of 12 Mn impurities, being a sublattice of MI (see Fig. 1(c)),
ay be very stable because it includes a large number (30) of
n–Mn pairs at the distance of ∼4.9 Å: for this atomic struc-

ure the energy gain due to the Mn–Mn interactions is as large as
−1.5 eV (=−0.0.5 × 30). It is noted that this interatomic dis-

ance (4.7–5.0 A) is very close to one of the observed interatomic
istances (4.7–4.9 and ∼7.5 Å) of Mn–Mn pairs [2], although the
resent calculated interatomic distance of Mn–Mn pairs may be
hanged a little bit by the quantitative calculations based on the
tomistic simulations, as mentioned in the last section. We also
ound that the calculated results with spin-polarization effect
on’t change very much the present results for Cr, Mn, and Fe,
lthough the Mn–Mn interaction at ∼7.5 Å, corresponding to
he second-neighbor of a sublattice icosahedron of Mn12, may
hange from the weak repulsion to the weak attraction (stability
f MI) by the inclusion of magnetism. The details, including the
iscussion for the effect of a vacancy at center of MI, will be
iscussed elsewhere [21].

. Conclusions

We have qualitatively shown that the structural stability of
he MI in AlMn QC, as well as L12 and DO22 structures of
he Al-rich AlX (X = Sc, V, Y, Nb) alloys, are understood by
he medium-ranged X–X interactions due to the strong sp-d
Al–X) hybridization in Al. In order to confirm quantitatively

he present mechanism of the structural stability of MI, we
lan to perform the atomistic simulations [22] with the accurate
mbedded-atom-method-potentials (EAMP), all the parameters
n which are determined by fitting to the ab initio input data,
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btained from the present calculations, following the way of
ef. [23]. We believe that the inclusion of the strong IE of Mn
ith the neighboring Al atoms and the medium-ranged Mn–Mn

Es, discussed in the present paper, is essential for the construc-
ion of EAMP of AlMn QC.
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